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UN ECLAC Report 
“The Caribbean and the Post-2015 Sustainable Development Agenda”

“The Caribbean will need to 
significantly strengthen data
generation and statistical capacity 
at national and regional levels, 
especially in light of the SDGs
wider remit. 

Despite some improvement, the
absence of basic data, timely and 
disaggregated, on social, economic 
and environmental issues, and 
sectors, is evident to Caribbean
researchers and must be also to 
policy and decision-makers.”



The Revised Treaty of Basseterre* (RTB) established the OECS Economic Union alongside the 
33-year-old Eastern Caribbean Currency Union (ECCU) and elevated the imperative for regional 
integration to ultimately foster and accelerate economic, social and cultural development as well 
as environmental sustainability. To fully succeed, the process requires not only quality statistical 
information, but also comparable data across time and space to inform and measure progress.

An assessment of the OECS Regional Statistical System (RSS) produced several recommendations 
that contributed to the design of the RSDS. One such recommendation involves the better 
coordination of national and regional data collection with other statistical programmes and the 
leveraging of regional institutions for specialised skills and advocacy support.

WHY AN RSDS? 

Section 4.2: The Member States shall “endeavour to co-ordinate, 
harmonise and undertake joint actions and pursue joint policies 
particularly in the fields of – …statistics;  institutional arrangements
for economic consultation and information dissemination”

Article 29-2(b): …”the functioning of the OECS Commission under 
this protocol will be as follows: (b) collection, collation, analysis 
and distribution of all information pertinent to the working of the 
Economic Union”

*REVISED TREATY OF BASSETERRE

The OECS Growth and Development Strategy (OGDS) outlines a development path that 
promises enhanced quality of life for citizens in the Economic Union. 

It leverages the opportunities stemming from a single economic and financial space; embraces 
the need for structural reforms geared towards boosting private investment and productivity; and 
recognises the need for comprehensive support to the reproductive aspects of society. 

Emphasis is placed on education, health, social development and protection, citizen security, 
energy, environmental management and ocean governance as the foundation for stable and 
sustained high levels of growth.



Captures the high-level direction over the next 14 years (2017-2030) as a collective force of system 
actors and partners in statistics working towards a vision that promises so much for so many. 

Provides a comprehensive framework for statistical development at the national and regional 
levels through a forward thinking master plan. 

Assesses the starting point from which progress can be measured, describes and charts a journey 
with scheduled milestones and uses means and tools to assess overall development.

Is motivated from common policies, strategies and action plans in sectors; harmonised collections 
for population census and labour force surveys; a sustainable household data programme; and 
standardised information technology for computer-aided personal interviewing. 

WHAT IS THE OECS RSDS?

The OECS Regional Strategy for the Development of Statistics (RSDS) supports the OECS 
Economic Union’s development and integration agenda by formalising, empowering, consolidating 
and promoting the RSS so that it can respond to the demand for relevant, high quality and 
Treaty-enabled data and official statistics. 

The OECS RSDS is our tool to build the evidence 
that should inform everything we do; every 
recommendation we make; every programme we 
design; every policy we develop. 

Because the story behind each indicator, each 
percentage, each ratio, each graph - is about a 
family, a community, a business, a nation, a region.

THE OECS RSDS:
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WHERE ARE WE NOW? 

Despite the manifest progress with production of official statistics, there 
remain several major challenges facing the OECS RSS. They include a number 
of constraints, including:

OUT-OF-DATE STATISTICAL LEGISLATION
INADEQUATE RESOURCES FOR STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES
WEAK INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY
LOW PROFILE OF STATISTICS
INADEQUATE COORDINATION OF STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES
FEEBLE DEMAND AND USE OF OFFICIAL STATISTICS

The RSS is therefore expected to 
scale up its efforts toward regional 

statistical integration to address the 
imperative for harmonised 

approaches and quality official 
statistics.



A taxonomy of six statistical development clusters is used to group the strategic interventions. 
They represent a clean approach that is consistent with the lexicon of statistical development. 

FIVE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 

KEY STRATEGIES

This priority envisions a regional statistical system that would require national statistical legislation 
to be updated, appropriate governance arrangements to be institutionalised and professional 
values and principles to be adopted.

The aim of this priority is to cover the data requirements for all dimensions of integration and 
national development through regular censuses and surveys while also strengthening, leveraging 
and integrating administrative data and other sources of data, including innovations for statistics.

This strategic priority intends to reverse the vicious cycle of performance that plagues the system 
by leveraging advocacy as an entry point to elevate the profile of statistics overall and investment 
in statistics by governments, and erase the perceptions, myths and phobias associated with data 
collection and use.

This priority focuses on strengthening the institutional, organisational and human capacity of the 
NSS as a core feature of the RSDS.  

This strategic priority strengthens the dissemination, visualisation, analysis and use of data for a 
variety of users for multiple statistical purposes. 
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Successful implementation of the OECS RSDS will create a future state evidenced by an empowered, 
responsive and visible regional statistical system. The vision will be realised by pushing a bold, 
brave and broad transformative agenda to satisfy the evidential requirements for all aspects of 
economic, social and environmental development of the OECS Economic Union. 

THE VISION

DESIGN AND FORMALISE THE OECS REGIONAL STATISTICAL SYSTEM (RSS)

JOIN AND RESPOND TO THE DATA REVOLUTION

TRUMPET AND VALUE OFFICIAL STATISTICS 

CONSOLIDATE AND FORTIFY NATIONAL STATISTICAL SYSTEMS 

EXTRACT INSIGHT AND TELL STORIES

ADVOCACYCOOPERATIONUNDERTAKING

ADMINISTRATION INFRASTRUCTUREGOVERNANCE

Establish a customer-centered and
demand-driven statistical system

Sustain genuine and durable 
partnerships in statistics

Produce high quality comparable 
statistics that are fit-for-purpose

Create a high performing interrelated 
and corrdinated statistical system

Construct a solid and reliable 
foundation for the statistical systemEstablish trust in official statistics



Statistical Services Unit
Economic Affairs and Regional Integration Division
Organisation of the Eastern Caribbean States (OECS)
The Commission
Morne Fortune
Castries
Saint Lucia

This brochure was created with support from the Secretariat of the Partnership in Statistics for 
Development in the 21st Century (PARIS21).

Tel: (758) 455 6346 | 455 6358 | 455 6319

Email: RSDSfeedback@oecs.org

To read the full RSDS, scan the QR code below:

For more information, please contact:


